INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the number of mobile devices with powerful processing and more memory addressing capacity has been increased. Day by day popularity of Android Smartphones are increasing and increasing the data transfer rate of wireless network. In future it is constantly going to increase more cable and more powerful with interesting features. Due to this, it is possible to develop and deploy new web services on smart phone. The number of smart phones worldwide counts about 1.8 billion units.
On the other hand, these huge numbers of smart phones represent a large number of heterogeneous devices with respect to the operating systems that the smart phones are currently using. According to [1] , there were at least five different operating systems for smart phones available in the market, and their distribution shown in Figure 1 .
Moreover 90% of the world population owns a cell phone and day by day transmission rates have increased by 3G, 4G and LTE (Long Term Evolution) as well as Wi-Fi enabling of these mobile devices to get access to Internet anywhere any time. Due to these improvements and the open source technologies for smart phones are enabling the mobile device work as a service provider. According to [2] there are several reasons for hosting a web services on mobile phone to:
 Test locally client web applications without having to consume network access which might be limited by cost or availability in some areas.
 Allow third-party applications on other phones or other platforms to get access to your phone remotely. These needs strong security mechanisms that are provided in part by the network level authorizations.
 Run local Android applications that are leveraging the internal Web browser and behaving like regular hypermedia applications instead of using GUI's specific to Android.
The potential of mobile web service illustrated with a hospital search engine scenario. A web service is deployed on android smart phone that provides the clients to get access to an optimal search engine interface for searching hospitals, blood bank status in a particular city.
This paper describes a framework that provides web service from Android Mobile phone under real life settings and using now available open source technologies. Rest of paper organized as follows: II) Related work. III) Key challenges occur when web services provided by mobile phone. IV) Implementation of framework in detail with simulation results. V) Finally, last section concludes the paper and highlights future research directions. From last decade, hosting web services on resource constrained mobile device has started. Hosting web service on a mobile device has two approaches: 1. Hosting entire web service on a mobile device, 2. Offloading the entire web service application to peer or remote node. Mobile devices used as a web service provider presented first by IBM [3] . This work presents shopper-kiosk specific scenario, where the web service hosted on a mobile device and addressed some of key design issues of hosting web service on a mobile device. The general concept of mobile web service provisioning introduced by [4] and has implemented a prototype for hosting web service on mobile host. Lightweight SOAP server architecture for mobile device proposed by [5] . The proposed server architecture is useful to give the access to web services via HTTP. The above discussed approach focuses on hosting web service on a mobile device. Some researchers [6] and [7] have explored the uses of mobile web services in peer-to-peer environment. In [8] author discussed middleware for Mobile web service provisioning. Mobile web service partitioning framework proposed by [9] . In this author investigated application partitioning algorithms for web service partitioning so that part of a web service executed on remote computing node to reduce the burden on a mobile host. In [10] discusses the web service distribution mechanism using fuzzy logic and describes the web service offloading and data migration schemes. In our paper [11] , as per comparisons between SOAP and REST architecture, REST architecture is more suitable for a resource constraint Mobile Host. In continuation of research, this paper describes the design and implementation of a mobile host on Android smart phone for providing web services using REST architecture.
RELATED WORK
This paper explores the possibility to use the mobile phone such as Smart Phones as a Web Service provider. The paper presents a detailed architecture for Mobile Web Service Host, using HTTP GET/POST and HTTP Tunneling.
KEY CHALLENGES
The designing of a mobile Host on android mobile device faces some key challenges. These key challenges are  Resources Limitation: Processing of web service requires more CPU power, memory and battery but unfortunately the mobile devices limited in terms of each of these resources. This is a big challenge to researchers to consider resource imitations of mobile devices and host web service on it without hampering it's basic functionality. 
IMPLEMENTATION AND TEST RESULTS
The major goal of this work is to study and analyze the behavior of a mobile host on the Android smart phone. The overall system architecture is shown in figure 2 . The deployed web service of the Mobile Host is fully compatible with the usual Web interfaces so that clients will not notice any difference. The size of the Mobile host is a very small so that it requires very less processing power, memory and battery consumption.
This paper focuses on REST architecture. REST is the architecture of the web as it works by increasing the scalability and performance of the web application as compared to SOAP architecture.
The Characteristics of some methods used in REST architecture: Idempotent means request can do multiple times, Safe means no side effects using that method and Cacheable means method can able to pre-execute.
Some of the characteristics that should have while building Restful web service on mobile devices:
 Application state functionality extracted into resources, those resources are uniquely addressable using a universal syntax for using hypermedia links.
 All resources share a uniform interface for transferring the state between client and server consisting of a constraint set of well-defined operations, a constraint of content types, and optionally support code on demand.
The following sections give a brief description, how android mobile provides the web service to clients or consumers.
Use-Case Analysis
In order to meet the goal is to carry out a mobile host on Android Smart Phone. The purpose of this diagram is to capture the dynamic aspect of a system. A use case diagram can portray the different types of users of a system and the various ways that they interact with the system shown in figure 3 . Here user can interact with a system from a web browser whether it is a mobile web browser or PC's web browser. User can just type the URL in a web browser, after that all other activities handled by a mobile host itself like URL Parsing activity which has sub activities like search parsed value in a directory and generate response depending upon search result and send response to the user. URL parser is our contribution to parse given URL and return the result. From understanding point of view user has any mobile device such as smart phone, tablet or laptop. In use case uses two actors to use functionality of the mobile Host / Server. Android Mobile Server software is a piece of software running on a mobile device that provides the web service to requested user. This mobile Host/Server is less in size as compared to available mobile servers in the market.
The user is another actor act as a web service client. The client uses the any web browser for performing requests to the web service running on Android Mobile Host/Server. 
Sequence And Activity Diagram
Sequence diagram gives the exact communication sequence between the web service client and Android Web Service Provider shown in figure 4 . After the starting the web server, web server continuously is hearing the request from the client. When the client sends a request for web service, Android server passes client request to the URL parser through Response class. URL parser fetches data from SQLite database and send back to response class. Response class populates the data on the client.
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Fig 4: Sequence diagram for the communication between an Android web service provider and its client
Activity diagram is another important diagram in UML to describe dynamic aspects of the system. Figure 5 represents the flow from one activity to another activity. The activity diagram described as an operation of the system. Activity diagram describes how flow is moving from client to Mobile Web Service Provider. 
CLASS DIAGRAM
Class diagram provides an overview of the Mobile Host by describing the objects and classes in the server and the relationships between them. Figure 6 shows the class diagram of Android Mobile Host/Server. Start () used to activate Main Server thread and Stop () used to stop the thread. The main Server class creates a server socket to accept connection from client. Run () used to accept requests from client and send response by creating Respond class by creating a response class thread. Stop () used to stop Main Server Thread.
Response class used to send a response to the client. This class fetches the URL and send to the parser. The URL parser parse the URL and sends return results to response class. Then the response class object send response to the web service client.
Deployment Diagram
Deployment diagrams used as to visualize the topology of the physical components of a system. Figure 7 describes the hardware and software components of a mobile host. Here multiple clients send a request through HTTP to Android Mobile Host. AndroidServer.apk and test application data deployed on Android Mobile host. 
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Android Mobile Host Results
For the testing functionality of the mobile Host / Server use Hospital emergency web service that hosted on Android Smart Phone and that returns the name of Hospital with other important information requested by the client while accessing sever. Initially server is off so we have to switch it on to get it into listening mode shown in figure 8 (a) . So after pressing the toggle button server switches to listening mode shown in figure 8 (b) , i.e. wait for any request from a web service client to connect. Now Android server is on listing mode and waiting for clients' requests. When a request comes from a web service client to server, Server process sends a response to the web service client. The most important is user can use his/her android smart phone as usual when server is running. The request processed by the server and then generates the response. Processing the request means server parse the requested URL and fetch the filename from it and search that file in the directory, and generate response code as per result i.e. 404 for file not found and 200 if the file is found.
After finding a file from the directory it written to a socket which eventually seen on browsers. The first page has a text box and submit button. If a user writes "Pune" in the text box and press submit button it returns the list of hospitals with other details. While testing sending the number of requests at a time to mobile server and results noted and compared with SOAP architecture results shown in Table1. Future plan to carry out a hybrid framework for web service provider using REST architecture and that can support concurrent access by HTTP and SMS so that it decrease battery consumption. 
